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Abstract

We construct a new invariant of singular links through representations of the singular braid
monoid into the two parameters bt–algebra. Additionally, we recover this invariant by using
the approach of Paris and Rabenda. Hence, we introduce the so called two parameter Singular
bt–algebra. Finally, we provide the skein relations that define our invariant, and we prove that
this invariant is more powerful than previous invariants of singular links in literature.
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1 Introduction

The developments in knot theory grew up significantly since the discovery of the Jones polynomial
in the 80’s. Jones’ original approach [15] can be extended for constructing invariants of more general
knot-like objects through the following main ingredients: a braided monoid M that is related with
the knot-like objects of interest via analogues of Alexander and Markov theorems; an algebra A
together with a representation from M into A; and lastly, a trace function defined on the algebra
A that is compatible with the relations established by the corresponding Markov theorem, which is
commonly called a Markov trace. An algebra that can be used in this context is called knot algebra,
cf. [17]. In [15, 16], Jones uses the Artin braid group Bn and the Temperley-Lieb algebra as the
corresponding knot algebra to obtain the Jones polynomial, while the HOMFLY-PT polynomial is
obtained by using the Iwahori-Hecke algebra .

In this paper we will focus on singular knots, which arose firstly in the context of Vassiliev
invariants, one of the most general knot invariants in the sense that many of them can be deduced
from Vassiliev invariants [9, 21]. A singular link on n components is the image of a smooth
immersion of n copies of the circle S1 into S3, that has finitely many transversal double points,
which are called singular crossings. Thus, a classical link can be regarded as a singular link with
no singular crossings. Hence, singular links generalize classical links in S3. Two singular links are
isotopic (or equivalent) if there is an orientation preserving self-homeomorphism of S3 such that
maps one into the other that fixes a small rigid disc around each singular crossing.

The algebraic counterpart of singular links is the singular braid monoid SBn [7, 8]. This monoid
plays the role that the Artin’s braid group Bn plays for classical links; that is, there exist analogues
of Alexander [8] and Markov theorems [14] for singular links that relate singular links with the
monoid SBn. This allows to construct singular link invariants by using the Jones method, that is
by using an algebra that supports a Markov trace and a proper representation from the singular
braid monoid SBn into such algebra.
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In [20], Paris and Rabenda introduce the singular Hecke algebra, denoted by SHn := SHn(u),
as the quotient of the monoid algebra C(u)[SBn] over the ideal generated by the quadratic relations
of the Iwahori–Hecke algebra, that is, σ2i − (u− 1)σi− u, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. For d ≥ 0, let SdBn be
the set of singular braids with d singular crossings. Then, we have the natural graduation

SHn =

∞⊕
d=0

SdHn, (1)

where SdHn denotes the subspace of SHn spanned by SdBn. The algebra SHn is infinite dimen-
sional, however each SdHn is finite dimensional over C. Using this fact, they construct a Markov
trace on the sequence {SdHn}∞n=1, from which the HOMFLY–PT analogue for singular links is

derived, which is denoted by Î. Moreover, this invariant recovers the Kauffman-Vogel invariant [18]
as a specialization, for details see [20, Lemma 5.6].

In [2], Aicardi and Juyumaya introduce the algebra of braids and ties (or bt–algebra), denoted by
En := En(u). This algebra is defined by abstractly considering it as the subalgebra of the Yokonuma–
Hecke algebra generated by the braid generators and the family of idempotents appearing in the
quadratic relations of such generators. In [3], it is proved that En supports a Markov trace; the
invariant for classical links ∆ is derived by using Jones method. It is worth noting that the invariant
∆ coincides with the HOMFLY–PT polynomial on knots and it distinguishes pairs of links that
are not distinguished by the HOMFLY–PT polynomial, see [3, Section7.2]. In [10], the authors
give a presentation for the Yokonuma–Hecke algebra with a different quadratic relation, which is
obtained by re-scaling the generators, for details see [10, Remark 1]. Consequently, the bt–algebra
can also be presented with such quadratic relation by applying the same argument, we denote
the bt–algebra with this presentation by En(

√
u). Surprisingly, the classical link invariant derived

using this presentation, denoted by Θ, is not equivalent to ∆, [3, Section 7.2]. This fact motivates
the definition of the two parameter bt algebra [1], denoted by En(u, v), which includes a quadratic
relation that depends of two parameters in its presentation. This algebra is isomorphic to the
bt–algebra and therefore it supports a Markov trace, see [1, Proposition 1]. Consequently, the
invariant for classical links Υ is derived. It is worth noting that the invariant Υ distinguishes pairs
of links that are not distinguished by ∆ and either by Θ, for details see [1, Section 6].

In [4], the authors introduce the concept of tied links and tied braids, which generalize to classi-
cal links and classical braids, respectively. The tied braid monoid, denoted by TBn is the algebraic
counterpart of tied links. That is, there exists analogues of Alexander and Markov theorems that
relate tied links and tied braids, see [4, Theorem 3.5] and [4, Theorem 3.7], respectively. Addition-
ally, we have that the bt–algebra can be regarded as a quotient of monoid algebra C(

√
u)[TBn].

Consequently, the authors obtain an invariant of tied links by applying the Jones method to the
bt–algebra En, denoted by ∆̃, which extends the classical link invariant ∆. Analogously, the invari-
ants Θ and Υ can be extended to the tied links invariants Θ̃ and Υ̃ by using the algebras En(

√
u)

and En(u, v), respectively.
In [5], four invariants for singular links are defined, denoted by Ψx,y,Φx,y,Ψ

′
x,y,Φ

′
x,y. All of

them are derived by using Jones method on the Markov trace on the bt–algebra En(u), though
using different homomorphism from the monoid SBn to En(u) in each case. Moreover, it is proved
that these invariants distinguish pairs of singular links that are not distinguished by the Paris–
Rabenda invariant Î, see [5, Theorem 16]. Additionally, it is proved that the tied braid monoid
TBn can be regarded as the semidirect product Pn⋊Bn, where Pn is the monoid of the set partitions
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of {1, . . . , n}. This fact motivates the introduction of the concept of ct–link (combinatorial tied
link) that formalize in some way the concept of tied links previously introduced in [4]. Additionally,
the authors also introduce the tied singular braid monoid TSBn as the semidirect product of Pn
and the singular braid monoid SBn [8]. Consequently, the authors introduce the concept of cts–link
(combinatorial singular tied link) and the invariants Ψx,y,Φx,y,Ψ

′
x,y,Φ

′
x,y are extended to invariant

of cts–links, and skein rules are given for such extensions.

In [6], Arcis and Juyumaya, motivated by the fact that TBn can be regarded as semidirect
product, introduce the concept of tied monoids. These monoids are defined as semidirect products
that are commonly built from braid groups and their underlying Coxeter group acting on monoids
of set partitions. Additionally, they define a tied algebra associated to each tied monoid as quotient
of the corresponding monoid algebra. The bt–algebras of type A and B [13] are particular cases
of these algebras, which are associated to the monoids TBn and TBB

n, respectively. Similarly, the
tied singular braid monoid TSBn can be considered as a tied monoid. Hence, we can obtain a tied
algebra associated to TSBn, which is introduced in Section 4.

Thus, the behavior of the classical links invariants ∆, Θ and Υ referenced above suggests that a
singular link invariant constructed via representations of the monoid SBn into the two parameter
bt–algebra En(u, v) has to distinguish pairs of singular links that the invariants obtained in [5] do
not. Additionally, it is also able to construct a singular link invariant using the Paris and Rabenda
approach though this time using a tied algebra associated to the monoid TSBn. The invariant
obtained by this process should be powerful than Î since the invariants derived from tied algebras
are powerful than the HOMFLY–PT polynomial. In this work, we obtain singular links invariants
derived from these two processes and we prove that both of them are equivalent.

The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide the notation and some basic results,
and we introduce the algebras and monoids (groups) that we will use along this work. In Section 3,
we construct two singular links invariants by using two different representation from SBn into
the two parameter bt–algebra En(u, v). Additionally, we extend these invariants to invariants of
cts–links and we give skein rules for them. Finally, we compare these invariants with singular
links invariants defined previously in [5] and [20]. In Section 4.1, we introduce the two parameter
Singular bt–algebra, denoted by SEn := SEn(u, v), which emerges as a tied algebra associated to
the monoid TSBn introduced in [5]. We prove that this algebra supports a Markov trace by using
the Paris and Rabenda approach. Consequently, we derive an invariant of cts–links by applying
Jones method. Finally, we prove that such invariant is equivalent to the obtained in Section 3.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we recall the main results and we fix notation that will be used in the sequel.

2.1 Set partitions

Let Pn be the set formed by the set-partitions of n := {1, 2, . . . , n}. The subsets of n entering
a partition are called blocks. For convenience, we will omit the subsets of cardinality one (single
blocks) in the partition. For instance, the partition I = ({1, 2, 3}, {4, 6}, {5}, {7}) in P7 will be
simply written as I = ({1, 2, 3}, {4, 6}). Recall that the cardinality of Pn is the n-th Bell number,
denoted by bn. The elements of Pn can be represented by its scheme, where every block is rep-
resented by a connected component of its elements joined by arcs as follows (see [16, Subsection
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3.2.4.3]), the point i is connected by an arc to the point j if both are in the same block, i < j, and
there is no k in the same block with i < k < j. In Fig. 2.1 a set partition is represented by arcs.

•
1

•
2

•
3

•
4

•
5

Fig. 1: Scheme of the partition ({1, 2, 3}, {4, 5}).

The symmetric group Sn acts naturally on Pn by permuting each element of every block of a
partition.

For I = (I1, . . . , Im), J = (J1, . . . , Js) ∈ Pn, we say that I refines J if every block of J is a union
of some blocks of I, and we denote it by I ⪯ J . Then ⪯ defines a partial order on Pn. Observe
that the empty partition, denoted by 1n, is the least element of Pn respect to this order.

We can define the following product in Pn

IJ := min{K ∈ Pn | I ⪯ K ∧ J ⪯ K}.

Thus, Pn has structure of commutative monoid with this product. More precisely, we have that
the monoid Pn is presented by generators µi,j for all i, j ∈ n with i < j subject to the following
relations:

µ2i,j = µi,j for all i < j,

µi,jµk,l = µk,lµi,j for all i < j and k < l,
µi,jµj,k = µi,kµj,k = µi,kµi,j for all i < j < k,

(2)

where µi,j denotes the partition of n whose unique non single block is {i, j} for i < j, see [12].

2.2 Singular links and singular braids

A singular link on k components is the image of a smooth immersion of k copies of the circle S1

into S3, that has finitely many transversal double points, which are called singular crossings. So, a
singular link is like a classical link, but with a finite number of transversal self-intersections. Two
singular links are isotopic (or equivalent) if there is an orientation preserving self-homeomorphism
of S3 such that maps one into the other, and which leaves a small rigid disc around each singular
crossing unaltered. Thus, a classical link can be regarded as a singular link with no singular
crossings. Hence, singular links generalize classical links in S3.

The Artin braid group, denoted by Bn, is the group defined by generators σ1, . . . , σn−1 and
relations:

σiσj = σjσi if |i− j| ≥ 2, (3)

σiσjσi = σjσiσj if |i− j| = 1, (4)

where the generator σi represents the braid whose i–th strand goes under the (i + 1)–th strand
and the rest are vertical (see Figure 2). Let α be a braid in the group Bn; the closure of α,
denoted by α̂, is obtained by joining its corresponding endpoints with simple arcs. From every
closed braid α̂ we obtain a classical link in S3. Moreover, by the Alexander theorem, every link can
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. . .. . .

i+1i

σi

. . .. . .

i+1i

τi

Fig. 2: Generators of SBn.

be obtained by closing a braid. In this way, the isotopy between two equivalent links is reflected
on the corresponding braids, and that is the Markov theorem, i.e., two links as closed braids γ̂1
and γ̂2 are equivalent, if and only if, the braid γ1 can be transformed into the braid γ2 through the
following moves:

(M1) αβ ⇌ βα ,

(M2) β ⇌ βσ±1
n ,

for any α, β ∈ Bn. Observe that in the second move (M2), the braid β is thought as a braid on
n + 1 strands by adding an additional strand to the right, but with do not make any distinction
on the notation because there is a natural inclusion Bn ↪→ Bn+1. Also, we can define the inductive
limit B∞ :=

⋃
n≥1Bn.

A singular braid on n strands is the image of a smooth immersion of n arcs in S3, that has
finitely many double points (singular crossings). Thus, a singular braid is alike a classical braid,
but with a finite number of singular crossings. The set of singular braids on n strands, denoted
by SBn, forms a monoid with the usual concatenation, which is called the singular braid monoid
[7, 8]. This monoid is presented with generators σ1, . . . , σn−1, σ

−1
1 , . . . , σ−1

n−1 satisfying the usual
braid relations (3)-(4) and the generators τ1, . . . , τn−1 subject to the relations:

σiτj = τiσj for |i− j| ≠ 1, (5)

σiσjτi = τjσiσj for |i− j| ≥ 2, (6)

τiτj = τjτi for |i− j| ≥ 2. (7)

Analogously, there is a natural inclusion SBn ↪→ SBn+1 and the inductive limit SB∞ :=
⋃
n≥1 SBn

is well defined.

Remark 1. There is a natural projection from Bn onto Sn induced by the mapping σi 7→ si, where
si is the transposition (i i + 1). This projection extends to SBn by mapping τi 7→ σi. Observe
that since Sn acts on the partition monoid Pn, then we have natural actions of Bn (and SBn
respectively) on Pn.

For singular braids and singular links there are analogues of the Alexander [8, Lemma 2] and
Markov theorems [14]. Thus, we have that isotopy classes of singular links are in bijection with
equivalence classes of SB∞. The equivalence relation ∼ on SB∞ is given by the corresponding
Markov moves, two braids on SB∞ are equivalent if one can be obtained from the other through a
finite sequence of the following moves:
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(MS1) αβ ⇌ βα,

(MS2) β ⇌ βσ±1
n ,

where α, β ∈ SBn.

2.3 Tied singular links and the monoid of tied singular braids

The concept of tied link was originally introduced in [4]0. Subsequently, the concept of combinatoric
tied link, or ct–link for shorten, is introduced by the same authors in [5]. Both concepts are
equivalent. Therefore, from now on we will refer as ct–links for our purposes.

Let Lk be the set of links in S3 with k components. Thus, a ct–link of k components is an
element in Lk × Pk. Then, the set of all ct–links is given by

Lt =
⊔
k∈N

Lk × Pk.

Observe that the numbering of the components of a link is arbitrary. Then, an isotopy between two
links L and L′ induces a bijection wL,L′ ∈ Sk between the components of L and L′. We say that
two ct–links (L, I) and (L′, I ′) are t–isotopic if L and L′ are isotopic as links and I = wL,L′(I ′).

•
1

•
2

•
3

1

2

3

Fig. 3: Equivalence between tied links and ct–links.

Remark 2. Let be (L, I) a ct–link, then it can be regarded as the tied link L with ties connecting
the components that belong to the same block of the partition I, see Figure 3.

The algebraic counterpart of ct–links (or tied links) is the tied braid monoid, denoted by TBn,
which can be presented by generators σ1, . . . , σn−1, e1, . . . , en−1 satisfying the relations (3)–(4)
together with the following relations:

eiej = ejei, e2i = ei, eiσi = σiei for all i, j, (8)

eiσj = σjei if |i− j| > 1, (9)

eiσjσi = σjσiej , eiejσi = ejσiej = σieiej if |i− j| = 1, (10)

eiσjσ
−1
i = σjσ

−1
i ej if |i− j| = 1. (11)

Remark 3. The monoid TBn can be also regarded as the semidirect product Pn⋊Bn, yielded by
the natural action of Bn on Pn, see [5, Theorem 3].
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Furthermore, there exist analogues of the Alexander and Markov theorems in the context of
tied links, for more details see [4, Theorem 3.5] and [4, Theorem 3.7], respectively.

There also exists an analogue concept in the context of singular links. Namely, a cts-link, or
combinatoric tied singular link, with k components is a pair (L, I), where L is a singular link in
S3 and I ∈ Pk. Let Lk,m be the set of singular links in S3 with k components and m singular
crossings. Then, the set of all cts–links is given by

Lts =
⊔

k≥0,m≥0

Lk,m × Pk.

Analogously to the classical case, two cts–links (L, I) and (L′, I ′) are ts–isotopic if L and L′ are iso-
topic as singular links and I = wL,L′(I ′), where wL,L′ is the permutation (on the set of components)
induced by the isotopy between L and L′.

Remark 4. Note that a classical link L ∈ Lk can be considered as the ct–link (L,1k). Analogously,
a singular link L′ ∈ Lk,m can be regarded as the cts–link (L′,1k). Since Lk = Lk,0, cts–links
generalize ct–links, and both concepts generalize classical links.

The analogue of the monoid TBn in this context is the tied singular braid monoid, denoted
by TSBn. The monoid TSBn is presented by generators σ1, . . . , σn−1, τ1, . . . , τn−1, e1, . . . , en−1

satisfying the relations (3)–(4), (5)–(7), (8)-(11) together with:

τiej = ejτi if |i− j| ≠ 1, (12)

eiτjτi = τjτiej , eiτjσi = τjσiej , eiσjτi = σjτiej if |i− j| = 1, (13)

eiejτi = ejτiej = τieiej , τiej = σiejσ
−1
i τi if |i− j| = 1. (14)

This monoid can be also realized as the semidirect product Pn ⋊ SBn yielded by the natural
action of SBn on Pn, see [5, Theorem 9]. Then, every element of TSBn can be regarded as pair
(I, α), where I ∈ Pn and α ∈ SBn.

Additionally, there exist analogues of the Alexander and Markov theorems for cts–links, for
more details see [5, Theorem 10] and [5, Theorem 11], respectively.

2.4 The two parameter bt–algebra

Let u,
√
u be variables such that (

√
u)2 = u. The one paratemer bt–algebra En := En(u) was

introduced in [2], and it is defined as the quotient of the monoid algebra C(
√
u)[TBn] over the ideal

generated by

σ2i − 1− (u− 1)ei(1 + σi) for all i.

Thus, the algebra En(u) is the algebra generated by T1, . . . , Tn−1 and E1, . . . , En−1 subject to
relations (3)–(4) and (8)–(11), replacing σi and ei by Ti and Ei, respectively, together with the
quadratic relations

T 2
i = 1 + (u− 1)Ei + (u− 1)EiTi for all i.
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Consider now the following elements in En(u):

Vi = Ti +

(
1√
u− 1

)
EiTi for all i.

Then, the elements Vi’s also satisfy the defining relations of En replacing Ti by Vi, however these
elements satisfy the following quadratic relation

V 2
i = 1 +

(√
u− 1√

u

)
EiVi. (15)

Thus, the bt–algebra can be also presented by generators V1, . . . , Vn−1 and E1, . . . , En−1 subject to
the relations noted previously. We will denote the algebra with this presentation by En(

√
u) as in

[5].

Let v be a variable commuting with u, and we set K := C(u, v).

Definition 1. The two parameter bt–algebra, denoted by E(u, v) is defined as the K–algebra pre-
sented by braid and tied generators R1, . . . , Rn−1 and E1, . . . , En−1, respectivley, satisfying the
following relations:

EiEj = EjEi for |i− j| ≥ 2, (16)

E2
i = Ei for all i, (17)

EiRj = RjEi if |i− j| ≠ 1, (18)

EiRjRi = RjRiEj if |i− j| = 1, (19)

EiEjRi = EjRiEj = RiEiEj if |i− j| = 1, (20)

RiRj = RjRi for |i− j| ≥ 2, (21)

RjRiRj = RiRjRi if |i− j| = 1, (22)

R2
i = 1 + (u− 1)Ei + (v − 1)EiRi for all i. (23)

Thus, the algebra En(u, v) can be regarded as the quotient of the monoid algebra K(TBn) over
the ideal generated by σ2i − 1− (u− 1)ei − (v− 1)eiσi. Note also that Ri is invertible. Namely, we
have

R−1
i = Ri + (1− v)u−1Ei + (u−1 − 1)EiRi. (24)

Remark 5. Note that the algebra En(u) corresponds to En(u, u) and En(
√
u) is obtained as En(1, v),

with v =
√
u−√

u
−1

+ 1.

The algebra En(u, v) is isomorphic to a one parameter bt–algebra, see [1, Proposition 1]. Then,
this algebra supports a Markov trace since the original bt–algebra does [3, Theorem 3]. More
precesily, let a and b variables that commute each other and with u and v. There exists a unique
Markov trace tr := {trn : En(u, v) → K(a, b)}n≥1 on En(u, v), where trn’s are linear maps satisfying
trn(1) = 1 and the following rules:

(i) trn(XY ) = trn(Y X),

(ii) trn+1(XRn) = trn+1(XEnRn) = atrn(X),

8



(iii) trn+1(XEn) = btrn(X),

where X,Y ∈ En(u, v), see [1, Propositon 2].

Remark 6. Let be ∆, Θ and Υ are the invariants of classical links that are derived by using Jones
method on algebras E(u), E(√u) and En(u, v), respectively. Recall that the invariants ∆ and Θ
correspond to specializations of Υ. More precisely, we can recover them by setting u = v and u = 1
with v =

√
u−√

u
−1

+ 1, respectively.

In [11], it is proved that Θ coincides with the HOMFLY–PT polynomial on knots, but it distin-
guishes links that are not distinguished by the HOMFLY–PT polynomial. Similarly, the invariant
∆ is also more powerful than the HOMFLY–PT polynomial. However, the pairs distinguished by
∆ and Θ do not coincide in some cases. Additionally, we have that Υ distinguishes pairs that are
not distinguished by ∆ or Θ. For instance, we have the following table

Link Link Υ Θ ∆

L11n358{0, 1} L11n418{0, 0} • •
L11n358{1, 1} L11n418{1, 0} • •
L11n356{1, 0} L11n434{0, 0} • •
L11a467{0, 1} L11a527{0, 0} • •

where the dot means that the pairs of links in the left are distinguished by the invariant in the
corresponding column, for details see [1, Section 6]. The notation used here is taken from the web
page LinkInfo [19].

2.5 Some known invariants for singular links

In this section, we recall two invariants for singular links in literature that are derived via Jones
method. This invariants motivate our approach in the sequel.

2.5.1 The Paris–Rabenda invariant

Let Hn := Hn(u) be the Iwahori–Hecke algebra, that is the C(u)–algebra presented by generators
h1, . . . , hn−1 subject to the following relations:

hihj = hjhi if |i− j| > 1, (25)

hihjhi = hjhihj if |i− j| = 1, (26)

h2i = u+ (u− 1)hi for all i. (27)

Thus, Hn is the quotient of the group algebra C(u)[Bn] over the ideal generated by the quadratic
relations (27).

In [20], Paris and Rabenda introduce the Singular Hecke algebra, denoted by SHn := SHn(u).
This algebra is a natural generalization of the Iwahori–Hecke algebra and it is defined as the quotient
of the monoid algebra C(u)[SBn] by the ideal generated by the elements σ2i − u − (u − 1)σi, for
0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Let be gi and pi the class of σi and τi in the quotient, respectively. Thus, SHn

9



is presented by braid generators g1, . . . , gn−1 and singular generators p1, . . . , pn−1 subject to the
following relation

gigj = gjgi, pipj = pjpi, pigj = gjpi if |i− j| ≠ 1, (28)

gigjgi = gjgigj , gigjpi = pjgigj if |i− j| = 1, (29)

g2i =u+ (u− 1)gi for all i. (30)

For d ≥ 0, let SdBn be the set of singular braids with d singular points. Then, we set SdHn as the
C(u)–linear subspace of SHn generated by SdBn. Thus, we have the following graduation on the
algebra

SHn =
∞⊕
d=0

SdHn.

Observe that S0Hn is the Iwahori–Hecke algebra Hn.

Let a be a variable and d ≥ 0. A d-Markov trace on {SdHn}∞n=1 is a family of C(u)–linear maps
trd := {trdn}∞n=0, where trdn : SdHn → C(u, a), satisfying:
(i) trdn(αβ) = trdn(βα) for all α ∈ SkBn and β ∈ Sd−kBn,

(ii) trdn+1(α) = trdn(α) for all α ∈ SdBn,

(iii) trdn+1(αgn) = atrdn(α) for all α ∈ SdBn,

for n ≥ 1. Thus, a Markov trace on {SHn}∞n=1 is a family of C(u)–linear maps tr := {trn}∞n=0, such
that {trdn := trn|SdHn}∞n=1 is a d-Markov trace for all d ≥ 0.

For d ≥ 0, the family of d–Markov traces {tr(d,0), tr(d,1), . . . , tr(d,d)} can be constructed, for
details see [20, Section 4]. This family is a basis for Trd, the C(u)–vector space of all d-Markov
traces on {SdHn}∞n=1, see [20, Theorem 4.7]. Let X,Y new variables that commute each other, the
so called universal trace t̂r := {t̂rn}∞n=0 is defined as follows:

t̂rn(α) :=
d∑

k=0

√
u
k

(d− k)!k!
XkY d−ktr(d,k)n (α),

for d ≥ 0 and α ∈ SdHn.
Thus, the Paris–Rabenda invariant Î is derived by using Jones method. More precisely, let

π : SBn → SHn be the natural representation, and ε : SBn → Z the monoid homomorphism given
by σ±1

i 7→ ±1 and τi 7→ 0. Then, for a singular link L, the invariant Î is given by

Î(L) :=

(
1− uλ

u− 1

)n−1

(
√
λ)ε(α)−n+1t̂rn(π(α)), (31)

where α ∈ SBn such that α̂ = L, and λ := a−u+1
ua .

Remark 7. It is well known, that singular links can be also regarded as a four-valent graph
with rigid vertices embedded in R3. In [18], Kauffman and Vogel give a method to extend any
regular isotopy invariant of unoriented (oriented) classical links to a regular isotopy invariant of
unoriented (oriented) rigid vertex graphs in R3 by imposing certain skein rule involving the rigid
vertex, for details see [18, Section 1]. They apply this method to an state model for the HOMFLY–
PT polynomial obtaining an invariant of four-valent graph that satisfies the HOMFLY–PT skein
relation togheter with the skein rule imposed to the rigid vertex. Thus, the Kauffman Vogel
invariant can be obtained as a specialization of Î, for details see [20, Lemma 5.6].
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2.5.2 The Aicardi–Juyumaya invariants

In [1], four invariants for singular links are defined. All of them are derived by using Jones method
on the Markov trace on the bt–algebra En(u), though using different homomorphism from the
monoid SBn to En(u) in each case. More precisely, let x, y be commuting variables, we then have
that the mapping σi 7→ wTi and τi 7→ x+ wyTi (resp. σi 7→ wTi ; τi 7→ Eix+ wyEiTi) induces an
homormophism ψw,x,y : SBn → En(u) (resp. ϕw,x,y : SBn → En(u)). Additionally, the mappings
obtained by replacing Ti by Vi also induce two homomorphisms from SBn to En(

√
u), denoted by

ψ′
w,x,y and ϕ′w,x,y, respectively. See [1, Proposition 6].

For any singular link L, the following functions are defined

Ψx,y(L) :=

(
1

a
√
c

)n−1

(trn ◦ ψw,x,y)(α) ∈ K(b, w, x, y), (32)

Φx,y(L) :=

(
1

a
√
c

)n−1

(trn ◦ ϕw,x,y)(α) ∈ K(b, w, x, y), (33)

Ψ′
x,y(L) :=

(
1

a
√
d

)n−1

(trn ◦ ψ′
w,x,y)(α) ∈ K(b, w, x, y), (34)

Φ′
x,y(L) :=

(
1

a
√
d

)n−1

(trn ◦ ϕ′w,x,y)(α) ∈ K(b, w, x, y), (35)

where α ∈ SBn and L = α̂. Then, the functions Ψx,y and Φx,y (resp. Ψ′
x,y and Φ′

x,y) are singular
links invariant by setting

c :=
a+ (1− u)b

au

(
resp. d :=

a+ (1− u)b

a

)
.

For details see [1, Theorem 7] and [1, Theorem 8], respectively. Moreover, these invariants can be
extended to invariants of cts–links, which are denoted again by Ψx,y,Φx,y,Ψ

′
x,y and Φ′

x,y.

Remark 8. Observe that for a classical link L we have that Ψx,y = Φx,y = ∆ and Ψ′
x,y = Φ′

x,y = Θ,
where ∆ and Θ are the classical links invariants derived from the algebras En(u) and En(

√
u),

respectively.

Remark 9. There exist pairs of singular links that are distinguished by Ψx,y,Φx,y,Ψ
′
x,y and Φ′

x,y

but not distinguished by Î. Likewise, there exist pairs of singular links that are distinguished by
Ψx,y and Φx,y but not by Ψ′

x,y and Φ′
x,y. Finally, we also have that Ψx,y is more powerful than Φx,y

on cts–links. For details see [1, Section 8].

3 New invariants for singular links and cts–links

In this section, we introduce new invariants for singular links and cts–links following the approach
in [1], but this time using the two parameter bt–algebra. Thus, the four invariants Ψx,y,Φx.y,Ψ

′
xy

and Φ′
x,y given in [5, Section 5] can be recovered by specializing the invariants defined in this

section.
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Let w, x, y and z be variables that commute each other and with a and b. We set L :=
K(w, x, y, z); from now on we work in the algebra En(u, v) ⊗K L, which will be denoted again by
En(u, v) for simplicity. We also denote by tr the Markov trace defined in Section 2.4 extended to
the L-linear map from En(u, v)⊗K L into L(a, b).

Proposition 1. The following statements hold

(i) The mappings σi 7→ wRi and τi 7→ x + ywRi + zw−1R−1
i induce a monoid homomorphism

ρw,x,y,z : SBn → En(u, v).

(ii) The mappings σi 7→ wRi and τi 7→ Ei(x + ywRi) induce a monoid homomorphism ϱw,x,y :
SBn → En(u, v).

Proof. The proof reduces to verify that the images of σi and τi (in each case) satisfy the relations
of SBn. It is not difficult to check that (3)–(5) and (7) are satisfied in both cases. For (6), we have

w2RiRj(x+ ywRi + zw−1R−1
i ) = w2xRiRj + w3yRiRjRi + wzRiRjR

−1
i

(22)
= w2xRiRj + w3yRjRiRj + wzR−1

j RiRj
= (x+ ywRj + zw−1R−1

j )w2RiRj ,

(36)

and therefore (i) holds. Finally, (ii) follows by Eq. (36) and (19) and setting z = 0.

From now on, to simplify notation we will denote the representations ρw,x,y,z and ϱw,x,y by ρ
and ϱ, respectively. We use these homomorphism to derive invariants for singular links. Up to
normalization, we want that trn ◦ ρ and trn ◦ ϱ define singular link invariants, hence we need that
they respect the Markov move (MS2). Then, we set

w2 =
a+ (1− v)b

au
. (37)

Thus, for a singular link L we define:

Υx,y,z(L) :=

(
1

aw

)n−1

(trn ◦ ρ)(α) ∈ L(a, b) (38)

and

Υ′
x,y(L) :=

(
1

aw

)n−1

(trn ◦ ϱ)(α) ∈ L(a, b), (39)

where α ∈ SBn and L = α̂.

Remark 10. Observe that Eq.(24) implies that the addition of an extra parameter z in the
definition of the representation ϱ is superflous for the new invariant Υ′

x,y. Namely, we have that

EiR
−1
i = EiRi + (1− v)u−1Ei + (u−1 − 1)EiRi = (1− v)u−1Ei + u−1EiRi.

However, using an extra parameter in representation ρ should be meaningful for the invariant Υx,y,z,
since R−1

i can’t be expressed as a linear combination of Ri and 1.

Theorem 1. The functions Υx,y,z and Υ′
x,y are isotopy invariants of singular links.

12



Proof. We have to verify that the functions Υx,y,z and Υ′
x,y respect the Markov moves (MS1) and

(MS2). Firstly, note that both functions respect move (MS1) by property (i) of the trace tr. We
only verify that Υx,y,z respects the move (MS2) since the other case follows analogously. Let be
α ∈ SBn, we then have

(trn+1 ◦ ρ)(ασ−1
n ) = w−1trn+1(ρ(α)R

−1
n )

= w−1trn+1(ρ(α)(Rn + (1− v)u−1En + (u−1 − 1)EnRn))

= (trn ◦ ρ)(α)w−1(a+ (1− v)u−1b+ (u−1 − 1)a)

= (trn ◦ ρ)(α)w−1

(
a+ (1− v)b

u

)
(37)
= aw(trn ◦ ρ)(α).

Thus, we obtain

Υx,y,z(α̂σ
−1
n ) =

(
1

aw

)n
aw(trn ◦ ρ)(α) = Υx,y,z(α̂).

We can prove Υx,y,z(α̂σn) = Υx,y,z(α̂) in a similar way.

Remark 11. For L a classical link, we have that

Υx,y,z(L) = Υ′
x,y(L) = Υ(L),

where Υ is the classical link invariant derived from the two parameter algebra and its Markov trace,
see Remark 6. Thus, by setting z = 0 and v = u (resp. u = 1 and v =

√
u−√

u
−1

+1), we recover
the invariant Ψx,y (resp. Ψ′

x,y ) defined on [5, Section 5].

Proposition 2. The representations ρ and ϱ can be naturally extended to the tied singular braid
monoid TSBn by mapping ei 7→ Ei. This extensions will be denoted by ρ̃ and ϱ̃, respectively.

Proof. It follows by Proposition 1 and the defining relations of the algebra En(u, v)

Thus, for (L, I) a cts–link, we can define the functions

Υ̃x,y,z(L, I) :=

(
1

aw

)n−1

(trn ◦ ρ̃)(α) ∈ L(b) (40)

and

Υ̃′
x,y(L, I) :=

(
1

aw

)n−1

(trn ◦ ϱ̃)(α) ∈ L(b). (41)

Proposition 3. The functions Υ̃x,y,z and Υ̃′
x,y are isotopy invariants of cts-links.

Proof. The result follows by Theorem 1.

Remark 12. For a k-component singular link L we have that

Υ̃x,y,z(L,1k) = Υx,y,z(L) and Υ̃′
x,y(L,1k) = Υ′

x,y(L)

where 1k := ({1}, {2}, . . . , {k}) the partition in Pk with only single blocks.
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Remark 13. In [1, Theorem 3], the authors give skein relations for Υ̃, the invariant of tied links
that extends Υ, see [1, Section 4.2]. These are given using tied links notation since the concept
of cts–link would be subsequently introduced in [5]. More precisely, we know that Υ̃ satisfies the
following skein relation

1

w
Υ̃(L+)− wΥ̃(L−) =

v − 1

u
Υ̃(L∼) +

1− u−1

w
Υ̃(L+,∼),

where L+, L−, L∼ and L+,∼ are the diagrams of tied links that only differ inside a neighborhood
of a crossing as in Figure 4.

L+ L∼L+,∼L−

Fig. 4: Diagrams of L+, L−, L+,∼ and L∼.

Notice that when we apply a smoothing with tie (L∼) to a crossing, we have two possible cases.
If the crossing involves two different components, then these components merge in a single one,
hence the tie added becomes superfluous. On the other hand, if the crossing involves only one
component, it divides into two new components that are tied together. Therefore, in the context of
cts–links, in both cases, the link, the number of components and also the partition of its components
change.

Considering the previous remark, we now introduce notation in order to give skein relations for
the invariant Υ̃x,y,z and Υ̃′

x,y. For I ∈ Pk and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k.

(a) We denote by I+ the element in Pk+1 obtained from I by adding the single block {k + 1}.
Then, I+ = ι(I), where ι : Pk ↪→ Pk+1 is the natural inclusion.

(b) We denote by Ii,j the element in Pk obatined from I by joining the blocks that contain i and
j, respectively (they are not necessarily disjoint).

(c) For i < j, we define Ĩi,j as the element in Pk−1 obtained from I by ommiting j.

(d) For i = j, we define Ĩi,i as the element in Pk+1 obtained by joining k + 1 to the block that
contains i.

(e) We define

I∗i,j :=
{
Ĩi,j i < j
I+ i=j.

Let be L×, L+, L− and L0 singular links that only differ inside a neighborhood of a crossing
as in the following Figure 5, and let be Ci and Cj the components that interact in such crossing
(which are not necessary distinct).

14



L0L+ L−L×

Fig. 5: Diagrams of L×, L+, L− and L0.

Theorem 2. The value of the invariant Υ̃x,y,z on a k component cts-link (L, I) is uniquely deter-
mined by the following rules:

(1) Υ̃x,y,z(⃝) = 1, where ⃝ denotes the unknotted circle.

(2) Υ̃x,y,z(L ⊔⃝, I+) = 1
aw Υ̃x,y,z(L, I).

(3) Skein relation:

1

w
Υ̃x,y,z(L+, I)− wΥ̃x,y,z(L−, I) =

(
v − 1

u

)
Υ̃x,y,z(L+, Ii,j) +

(1− u−1)

w
Υ̃x,y,z(L0, Ĩi,j).

(4) Desingularization rule:

Υ̃x,y,z(L×, I) = xΥ̃x,y,z(L0, I
∗
i,j) + yΥ̃x,y,z(L+, I) + zΥ̃x,y,z(L−, I).

Proof. For ct–links the invariant Υ̃x,y,z coincides with the invariant Υ̃ and we know that this

invariant satisfies the rules (1)–(3), see [1, Theorem 3]. To prove (4), suppose L× = α̂τiβ for some

α, β ∈ SBn and 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. We then have that L0 = α̂τiβ, L+ = α̂giβ and L− = α̂g−1
i β. By

definition of the homomorphism ρ we have that

ρ̃(ατiβ) = xρ̃(αβ) + yρ̃(α)wσiρ̃(β) + zρ̃(α)w−1σ−1
i ρ̃(β)

= xρ̃(αβ) + yρ̃(ασiβ) + zρ̃(ασ−1
i β).

Then, the result follows by applying trace and normalizing.

Theorem 3. The value of the invariant Υ̃′
x,y on a k component cts-link (L, I) is uniquely de-

termined by the same rules (1)-(3) as Υ̃x,y,z in Theorem 2 tough the desingularization is replaced
by

Υ̃′
x,y(L×, I) = xΥ̃′

x,y(L0, Ĩi,j) + yΥ̃′
x,y(L+, Ii,j). (42)

Proof. It suffices to prove that Υ̃′
x,y satisfies (42). Thus, suppose L× = α̂τiβ for some α, β ∈ SBn

and 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Then L0 = α̂τiβ and L+ = α̂giβ. By definition of the homomorphism ϱ̃ we
have that

ϱ̃(ατiβ) = ϱ̃(α)(xEi)ϱ̃(β) + yϱ̃w,x,y,z(α)(wEiσi)ϱ̃(β)

= xϱ̃(αeiβ) + yϱ̃(ασieiβ).

Then, the result follows by applying trace and normalizing.
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Corollary 1. The singular link invariant Υx,y,z satisfies the following desingularization rule,

Υx,y,z(L×) = xΥx,y,z(L0) + yΥx,y,z(L+) + zΥx,y,z(L−). (43)

Proof. It follows by Remark 12 and Theorem 2.

Remark 14. Let L be a singular link of k components and I ∈ Pk. Consider the cts-link (L′, Ĩj,j)
where 1 ≤ j ≤ k and L′ = L ⊔⃝. Then, skein relation (3) from Theorem 2 implies that

Υ̃x,y,z(L
′, Ĩj,j) =

b

aw
Υ̃x,y,z(L, I).

3.1 Comparison of invariants

In this section, we give a initial comparison between the Aicardi–Juyumaya invariants, the Paris–
Rabenda invariant and the invariants Υ̃x,y,z and Υ̃′

x,y introduced above.

Let be P the HOMFLY–PT polynomial, ∆̃ and Θ̃ the extensions to ct–links (tied links) of ∆
and Θ, respectively. Recall that by [5, Proposition 9], we have:

(i) For a classical link L,
Î(L) = P (L).

(ii) For a classical link L and I the partition with a unique block,

∆̃(L, I) = Θ̃(L, I) = P (L).

(iii) For a classical link L with k components,

Φx,y(L, 1k) = Ψx,y(L, 1k) = ∆(L) and Φ′
x,y(L, 1k) = Ψ′

x,y(L, 1k) = Θ(L).

(iv) For a singular link L and I the partition with a unique block,

Φx,y(L, I) = Ψx,y(L, I) = Î(L).

Additionally, by [1, Remark 8] implies that:

(i) For a classical link L and I the partition with a unique block,

Υ̃x,y,z(L, I) = Υ̃′
x,y(L, I) = P (L).

(ii) For a singular link L and I the partition with a unique block,

Υ̃x,y,z(L, I) = Υ̃′
x,y(L, I) = Î(L).

Remark 15. Note that the invariants ∆̃ and Θ̃ are equivalent to the invariants F and F ′, respec-
tively, which are used in [5, Section 8], for details see [4, Theorem 5].
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Lk L

Fig. 6:

Proposition 4. Let Lk be the union of k circles unlinked. If L is the link obtained from Lk by
modifying it locally as in Figure 6. Then,

Υ̃x,y,z(L, 1k) ̸= Υ̃x,y,z(L, {{i, j}}) and Υ̃′
x,y(L, Ik) = Υ̃′

x,y(L, {{i, j}}).

Proof. Let be Ci and Cj the components of L that interact in its singular crossing. Then, applying
desingularization rule from Theorem 2 we have

Υ̃x,y,z(L, 1k) = xΥ̃x,y,z(L0, 1k−1) + yΥ̃x,y,z(L+, 1k) + zΥ̃x,y,z(L−, 1k),

and

Υ̃x,y,z(L, {{i, j}}) = xΥ̃x,y,z(L0, 1k−1) + yΥ̃x,y,z(L+, {{i, j}}) + zΥ̃x,y,z(L−, {{i, j}}).

Thus, Υ̃x,y,z(L, 1k) ̸= Υ̃x,y,z(L, {{i, j}}) by Remark 14. On the other hand, applying desingu-
larization rule from Theorem 3 we obtain

Υ̃′
x,y(L, 1k) = Υ̃′

x,y(L, {{i, j}}) = xΥ̃′
x,y(L0, 1k−1) + yΥ̃′

x,y,z(L+, {{i, j}}),

and the proof follows.

Consequently, the invariant Υ̃x,y,z is stronger than the invariant Υ̃′
x,y on cts–links, cf. [5,

Proposition 10]. Moreover, the following result shows that Υx,y,z distinguishes pairs of singular
links that Ψx,y does not.

Proposition 5. For z = 0, there exists a pair of singular links that are distinguished by Υx,y,z, but
it is not distinguished by Ψx,y.

Proof. Set L1 = L11n358{0, 1} and L2 = L11n418{0, 0} and consider pair of singular links in
Figure 3.1

= =SL2,SL1

Fig. 7: Singular links SL1 and SL2.

Thus, applying the desingularization rule to SL1 we obtain where the link on the left is isotopic
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x y

x y

to L1 and the other one is isotopic to L1 ⊔⃝.
On the other hand, applying the desingularization rule to SL2 we obtain where the link on the

left is isotopic to L2 and the other one is isotopic to L2 ⊔⃝.
Then, we have

Υx,y,0(SLi) = xΥx,y,0(Li) + yΥx,y,0(Li ⊔⃝)

= xΥ(Li) + yΥ(Li ⊔⃝)

= xΥ(Li) +
y

aw
Υ(Li)

= (x+
y

aw
)Υ(Li)

for i = 1, 2. Analogously, we can obtain that Ψx,y(SLi) = (x + y
aw )∆(Li), for i = 1, 2. And, we

know that ∆(L1) = ∆(L2) and Υ(L1) ̸= Υ(L2). Thus, the pair is distinguished by Υx,y,0 but it is
not distinguished by Ψx,y.
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3.1.1 Further directions

In our pursuit of understanding the implications of the parameter z within the representation
ρ of Proposition 1, it becomes apparent that its inclusion is intended to improve the invariant
Υ̃x,y,z in comparison to its z = 0 counterpart, Υ̃x,y,0. This improvement would come from the
desingularization rule (4) in Theorem 2. We believe that the introduction of the z-term into the
desingularization process yields cts–links that are not catpured by the invariant Υ̃x,y,0.

However, this assertion needs a more comprehensive database of the invariant Υ. Specifically,
we need to find new pairs of links undifferentiated by Υ to potentially generate a pair of singular
links that Υ̃x,y,0 does not distinguish but Υ̃x,y,z does. While the theoretical framework hints at the

potential discriminatory power of Υ̃x,y,z over Υ̃x,y,0, empirical evidence remains elusive. Thus far,
we have not found yet an example that proves this assertion. Nevertheless, we still believe that
such examples exist. Hence, we propose the following conjecture:

Conjecture 1. There exists a pair of cts–links that are distinguished by Υ̃x,y,z but remain indis-

tinguishable under Υ̃x,y,0.

4 A construction via the two parameter Singular bt–algebra

In this section we recover the invariant defined in the previous section by following the approach
by Paris and Rabenda in [20]. In [5], it is proved that the monoid TSBn is isomorphic to the
semidirect product Pn ⋊ SBn yielded by the natural action of SBn on Pn. Subsequently, in [6], it
is introduced the concept of tied monoids. These monoids are defined as semi direct products that
are commonly built from braid groups and their underlying Coxeter group acting on monoids of set
partitions; and TSBn is a particular case of a tied monoid. Additionally, they propose a procedure
to construct tied algebras from tied monoids. Moreover, the two parameter bt–algebra can be
obtained by this procedure by using the monoid TBn, see [6, Section 7]. Thus, we introduced a
new two parameter algebra that is obtained as a tied algebra of the monoid TSBn. More precisely,
we have the following definition.

Definition 2. The two parameter singular bt–algebra, denoted by SEn := SEn(u, v), is the K-
algebra generated by R1, . . . , Rn−1, S1, . . . , Sn−1, E1, . . . , En−1 subject to relations (16)-(23) to-
gether wi the following relations:

EiSj = SjEi if |i− j| ≠ 1, (44)

EiSjSi = SjSiEj if |i− j| = 1, (45)

EiEjSi = EjSiEj = SiEiEj if |i− j| = 1, (46)

EiSjRi = SjRiEj if |i− j| = 1, (47)

EiRjSi = RjSiEj if |i− j| = 1, (48)

SiSj = SjSi if |i− j| ≠ 1, (49)

SiRj = RjSi if |i− j| ≠ 1, (50)

RiRjSi = SjRiRj if |i− j| = 1, (51)

The algebra SEn(u, v) can also be regarded as quotient of the monoid algebra K(TSBn) over the
ideal generated by the elements σ2i − 1− (u− 1)ei − (v − 1)eiσi.
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Remark 16. Let δ be a root of the polynomial p(x) = u(x + 1)2 − (v − 1)(x + 1) − 1 and set
t := u(δ + 1)2. Then, we have that SEn(u, v) is isomorphic to the one parameter algebra SEn(t, t)
by [1, Proposition 1].

Remark 17. For u = v, the mapping Ri 7→ hi and Ei 7→ 1 (resp. Ri 7→ gi, Ei 7→ 1 and Si 7→ pi)
induces an homomorphism ϕ : En(u, u) → Hn(u) (resp. ψ : SEn(u, u) → SHn(u)). Then, we have
the following commutative diagram

En(u, u) �
� //

ϕ
��

SEn(u, u)
ψ
��

Hn(u)
� � // SHn(u).

4.1 Markov traces on the two parameter Singular bt–algebra

In this section, we construct a Markov trace on the algebra SEn(u, v) by following the approach
given in [20]. Let π : TSBn → SEn be the natural representation induced by the mapping σi 7→ Ri,
τi 7→ Si and ei 7→ Ei. For any subset S ⊂ TSBn, π(S) will be again denoted by S, in particular,
α ∈ TSBn will denote π(α) ∈ π(TSBn). For d ≥ 0, let TSdBn be the set of tied singular braids
with d singular points. Then, we set SdEn as the K–linear subspace of SEn generated by TSdBn.
Thus, we have

SEn =
∞⊕
d=0

SdEn.

In particular, S0En is the two parameter bt–algebra En(u, v).

Definition 3. For d ≥ 0, a d-Markov trace on {SdEn}∞n=1 is a family of K–linear maps trd :=
{trdn}∞n=0, where trdn : SdEn → K(a, b), satisfying the following

(a) trdn(αβ) = trdn(βα) for all α ∈ TSkBn and β ∈ TSd−kBn,

(b) trdn+1(α) = trdn(α) for all α ∈ TSdBn,

(c) trdn+1(αRn) = trdn+1(αEnRn) = atrdn(α) for all α ∈ TSdBn,

(d) trdn+1(αEn) = btrdn(α) for all α ∈ TSdBn,

for n ≥ 1. Thus, a Markov trace on {SEn}∞n=1 is a family of K–linear maps tr := {trn}∞n=0, such
that {trdn := trn|SdEn}∞n=1 is a d-Markov trace for all d ≥ 0.

Set X = {0, 1,−1}, and let be α = α0Si1α1Si2 · · ·Sidαd ∈ SdEn, where αl ∈ TBn. For 1 ≤ k ≤ d
and r ∈ X, we define the tied singular braid αr,k ∈ Sd−1En as follow:

αr,k := α0Si1α1 · · ·Sik−1
αk−1R

r
ik
αkSik+1

· · ·Sidαd,

where by convention R0
ik

= 1 for any k.
For r ∈ X, we define the map θr : TSdBn → Sd−1En as follows

θr(α) =

d∑
k=1

αr,k. (52)
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Thus, the map θr naturally extends to a K–linear map from SdEn into Sd−1En, which will be also
denoted by θr for simplicity.

From now on we work in the algebra SEn(u, v)⊗K L, which will be denoted again by SEn(u, v)
for simplicity. Similarly, for d ≥ 0 the L–linear subspaces of SEn(u, v) spanned by the tied singular
braid with d singularities will be denoted again by SdEn.

For d ≥ 0, we define the L–linear map tr(d) : SdEn → L inductively as follows:

tr(d)(α) = tr(d−1)(xθ0(α) + ywθ1(α) + zw−1θ−1(α)), (53)

where tr(0) := {trn}∞n=1 is the Aicardi-Juyumaya’s trace on the two parameter bt-algebra (see

Section 2.4). Note that for all d ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ k ≤ d, tr(d) := {tr(d)n }∞n=1 is a Markov trace on SdEn
since the Aicardi-Juyumaya’s trace is as well.

We now introduce some notation that will be useful in the sequel. Let be α = α0Si1α1Si2 · · ·Sidαd
as above and u = (u1, u2, . . . , ud) ∈ Xd. We define u(α) as the tied singular braid obtained by
replacing Sik by Rukik . More precisely, we have

u(α) = α0R
u1
i1
α1R

u2
i2
. . . Rudid αd.

For u = (u1, u2, . . . , ud) ∈ Xd, we define the content of u, denoted by λu, as follows:

λu := xe0(u)ye1(u)ze−1(u)w(e1(u)−e−1(u)) ∈ L, (54)

where er(u) denotes the number of appearances of r in u.

For instance, given α = R1E1S1R2S2R3S3 ∈ TS3B4 and u = (1,−1, 0) ∈ X3, we have u(α) =
R1E1R1R3 and e−1 = e1 = e0 = 1. Then, the content of u is given by λ(u) = xyz.

Remark 18. Observe that for α = α0Si1α1Si2 . . . Sidαd ∈ TSdBn and u = (u1, u2, . . . , ud) ∈ Xd

we have that
u(α) = ǔk(αuk,k) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ d,

where ǔk is the element in Xd−1 obtained by deleting the k-th coordinate of u. Moreover, λu =
sg(uk)λǔk , where

sg(uk) :=


x, if uk = 0
yw, if uk = 1
zw−1, if uk = −1

for 1 ≤ k ≤ d.

Theorem 4. Let ρ̃ : TSBn → En(u, v) be the representation given in Proposition 2. Then, the
following equality holds

(tr(d) ◦ π)(α) = d!(tr(0) ◦ ρ̃)(α) (55)

for d ≥ 0 and α ∈ TSdBn.

Proof. Let be α = α0Si1α1Si2 . . . Sidαd ∈ TSdBn. First note that, for all d ≥ 0, we have

(tr(0) ◦ ρ̃)(α) =
∑
u∈Xd

tr(0)(λuu(α))
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by multiplication principle. We now proceed the proof by induction on d. For d = 1, Eq. (55)
holds trivially. By definition, for the general case we have

tr(d)(α) = tr(d−1)(xθ0(α) + ywθ1(α) + zw−1θ−1(α))

= tr(d−1)(xθ0(α)) + tr(d−1)(ywθ1(α)) + tr(d−1)(zw−1θ−1(α))

=
d∑

k=1

xtr(d−1)(α0,k) + ywtr(d−1)(α1,k) + zw−1tr(d−1)(α−1,k).

Applying induction hypothesis, we obtain

tr(d)(α) = (d− 1)!

d∑
k=1

(tr(0) ◦ ρ̃)(xα0,k + ywα1,k + zw−1α−1,k)

= (d− 1)!

 ∑
v∈Xd−1

d∑
k=1

xtr(0)(λvv(α0,k)) + ywtr(0)(λvv(α1,k)) + zw−1tr(0)(λvv(α−1,k))

 . (56)

By Remark 18, we have that for any u ∈ Xd, the element λuu(α) appears d times in the sum into
the brackets of Eq. (56). Therefore, we conclude that

tr(d)(α) = (d− 1)!

d ∑
u∈Xd

tr(0)(λuu(α))

 = d!(tr(0) ◦ ρ̃)(α).

Thus, for a cts–link (L, I) we define:

Υ̂x,y,z(L, I) :=

(
1

aw

)n−1(tr ◦ π(α)
d!

)
, (57)

where α is a tied singular braid such that α̂ = (L, I). Then, we have that the function Υ̂ recovers
the cts–links invariant Υ̃x,y,z from Section 3.

Remark 19. Consider u = v and z = 0, and let be τ : SEn → Hn(u) the homomorphism induced
by the map Ri 7→ hi and Ei, Si 7→ 1. Then, Πx,y := τ ◦ ρx,y,0 is a representation of SBn into the
Iwahori–Hecke algebra Hn. Thus, the Paris Rabenda invariant can be obtained in terms of the
representation Πx,y := τ ◦ ρx,y,0 and the Ocneanu’s trace tr. In fact, by setting X = y and Y = x,
we have

Î(L) =

(
1

aw

)n−1( tr ◦Π(α)
d!

)
,

where L = α̂, α ∈ SBn.
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